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AGENCY DISCLOSURE STATEMENT  
 

The real estate agent who is providing you with this form is required to do so by Ohio law.  You will not be bound to pay the 

agent or the agent’s brokerage by merely signing this form.  Instead, the purpose of this form is to confirm that you have been 

advised of the role of the agent(s) in the transaction proposed below.  (For purposes of this form, the term “seller” includes a landlord 

and the term “buyer” includes a tenant.) 

Property Address: ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Buyer(s): __________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Seller(s): __________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I. TRANSACTION INVOLVING TWO AGENTS IN TWO DIFFERENT BROKERAGES 

The buyer will be represented by ______________________________________________, and ______________________________.   
 

The seller will be represented by ______________________________________________, and ______________________________. 

 

II. TRANSACTION INVOLVING TWO AGENTS IN THE SAME BROKERAGE 

If two agents in the real estate brokerage ___________________________________________________________________________ 

represent both the buyer and the seller, check the following relationship that will apply: 

 Agent(s)_____________________________________________________________ work(s) for the buyer and 

Agent(s)_____________________________________________________________ work(s) for the seller.  Unless personally 

involved in the transaction, the principal broker and managers will be “dual agents,” which is further explained on the back of this 

form.  As dual agents they will maintain a neutral position in the transaction and they will protect all parties’ confidential 

information. 

 Every agent in the brokerage represents every “client” of the brokerage.  Therefore, agents ______________________________ 

and _____________________________ will be working for both the buyer and seller as “dual agents.”  Dual agency is explained 

on the back of this form.  As dual agents they will maintain a neutral position in the transaction and they will protect all parties’ 

confidential information.  Unless indicated below, neither the agent(s) nor the brokerage acting as a dual agent in this transaction 

has a personal, family or business relationship with either the buyer or seller.  If such a relationship does exist, explain: 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________. 

 

III. TRANSACTION INVOLVING ONLY ONE REAL ESTATE AGENT 

Agent(s)  ______________________________________ and real estate brokerage _____________________________________ will  

 be “dual agents” representing both parties in this transaction in a neutral capacity.  Dual agency is further explained on the back of 

this form.  As dual agents they will maintain a neutral position in the transaction and they will protect all parties’ confidential 

information.  Unless indicated below, neither the agent(s) nor the brokerage acting as a dual agent in this transaction has a 

personal, family or business relationship with either the buyer or seller.  If such a relationship does exist, explain: ____________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________. 

 represent only the (check one)  seller or  buyer in this transaction as a client.  The other party is not represented and agrees to 

represent his/her own best interest.  Any information provided the agent may be disclosed to the agent’s client. 

 

CONSENT 

I (we) consent to the above relationships as we enter into this real estate transaction.  If there is a dual agency in this transaction, I 

(we) acknowledge reading the information regarding dual agency explained on the back of this form. 

_____________________________________________ _____________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________ _____________________________________________ 

 

AGENT(S) BROKERAGE 

AGENT(S) BROKERAGE 

BUYER/TENANT DATE 

BUYER/TENANT DATE 

SELLER/LANDLORD DATE 

SELLER/LANDLORD DATE 

13911 Highlandview Avenue Cleveland OH 44135

Jacqueline Danicki

Dilli Ram Nepal

Dorian Williams/Next Step Homes Group KW - Citywide

Rakesh Baniya Realty Trust Services LLC

Jacqueline Danicki dotloop verified
07/13/22 6:55 PM EDT
TI8T-2W0J-YA1R-QOYS

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/C7t0-gs4b-zCPO

Dilli Ram Nepal
dotloop verified
08/16/22 1:44 PM EDT
XRPP-T8A6-1UFB-VSGU

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/piiq-rjpq-tmjT

https://dtlp.us/C7t0-gs4b-zCPO
https://dtlp.us/C7t0-gs4b-zCPO
https://dtlp.us/piiq-rjpq-tmjT
https://dtlp.us/piiq-rjpq-tmjT
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DUAL AGENCY  
 

 

 

Ohio law permits a real estate agent and brokerage to represent both the seller and buyer in a real estate transaction as long as this is 

disclosed to both parties and they both agree.  This is known as dual agency.  As a dual agent, a real estate agent and brokerage 

represent two clients whose interests are, or at times could be, different or adverse.  For this reason, the dual agent(s) may not be able 

to advocate on behalf of the client to the same extent the agent may have if the agent represented only one client. 

 

As a dual agent, the agent(s) and brokerage shall: 

• Treat both clients honestly; 

• Disclose latent (not readily observable) material defects to the purchaser, if known by the agent(s) or brokerage; 

• Provide information regarding lenders, inspectors and other professionals, if requested; 

• Provide market information available from a property listing service or public records, if requested; 

• Prepare and present all offers and counteroffers at the direction of the parties; 

• Assist both parties in completing the steps necessary to fulfill the terms of any contract, if requested. 

 

As a dual agent, the agent(s) and brokerage shall not: 

• Disclose information that is confidential, or that would have an adverse effect on one party’s position in the transaction, 

unless such disclosure is authorized by the client or required by law; 

• Advocate or negotiate on behalf of either the buyer or seller; 

• Suggest or recommend specific terms, including price, or disclose the terms or price a buyer is willing to offer or that a seller 

is willing to accept; 

• Engage in conduct that is contrary to the instructions of either party and may not act in a biased manner on behalf of one 

party. 

 

Compensation:  Unless agreed otherwise, the brokerage will be compensated per the agency agreement. 

 

Management Level Licensees:  Generally, the principal broker and managers in a brokerage also represent the interests of any buyer 

or seller represented by an agent affiliated with that brokerage.  Therefore, if both buyer and seller are represented by agents in the 

same brokerage, the principal broker and manager are dual agents.  There are two exceptions to this.  The first is where the principal 

broker or manager is personally representing one of the parties.  The second is where the principal broker or manager is selling or 

buying his own real estate.  These exceptions only apply if there is another principal broker or manager to supervise the other agent 

involved in the transaction. 

  

Responsibilities of the Parties:  The duties of the agent and brokerage in a real estate transaction do not relieve the buyer and seller 

from the responsibility to protect their own interests.  The buyer and seller are advised to carefully read all agreements to assure that 

they adequately express their understanding of the transaction.  The agent and brokerage are qualified to advise on real estate matters.  

IF LEGAL OR TAX ADVICE IS DESIRED, YOU SHOULD CONSULT THE APPROPRIATE PROFESSIONAL. 

 

Consent:  By signing on the reverse side, you acknowledge that you have read and understand this form and are giving your 

voluntary, informed consent to the agency relationship disclosed.  If you do not agree to the agent(s) and/or brokerage acting as a dual 

agent, you are not required to consent to this agreement and you may either request a separate agent in the brokerage to be appointed 

to represent your interests or you may terminate your agency relationship and obtain representation from another brokerage.   

 

 

Any questions regarding the role or responsibilities of the brokerage or its agents should be directed to: attorney or to: 

Ohio Department of Commerce 

Division of Real Estate & Professional Licensing 

77 S. High Street, 20th Floor 

Columbus, OH 43215-6133 

(614) 466-4100 

 

 

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/C7t0-gs4b-zCPOdotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/piiq-rjpq-tmjT

https://dtlp.us/C7t0-gs4b-zCPO
https://dtlp.us/piiq-rjpq-tmjT


 
 

7.20.19   

 

 
 

ADDENDUM:                                                                                    . 

 
This is an Addendum to the Purchase Agreement dated _________________________, ____________.  

 for the purchase and sale of the Property known as (Street Address) ____________________________ 

___________________________________________, (City) ______________________________, Ohio 

between ____________________________________________________________________(“BUYER”) 

and _______________________________________________________________________(“SELLER”) 

The following is hereby mutually agreed upon by said BUYERS and the SELLERS: 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________  

 

____________________________________       ____________________________________ 
BUYER                                        DATE                                 SELLER                                        DATE 

 

____________________________________       ____________________________________ 
BUYER                                        DATE                                 SELLER                                      DATE 

           

07/14/2022

13911 Highlandview Ave Cleveland, OH 44135

Jacqueline Danicki

Dilli Ram Nepal

Seller is to contribute 3K towards buyers closing costs, prepaid and points.

Jacqueline Danicki
dotloop verified
07/19/22 12:40 PM 
EDT
6LFM-JYUJ-UVTP-ZS5A

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/T18R-4nXd-MXvg

https://dtlp.us/T18R-4nXd-MXvg
https://dtlp.us/T18R-4nXd-MXvg


                    AMENDMENT TO PURCHASE AGREEMENT    
AND REMOVAL OF CONTINGENCIES 

 

   
rev. 7.29.19 

This is an Amendment to the real estate purchase agreement  between   _________________________________________________ (BUYER) 

and ____________________________________________________ (SELLER) for _____________________________________________________, 

______________________________ Ohio (the “Property”) dated ________ /_________ /__________ (the “Agreement”).   

INSPECTION CONTINGENCIES:  The parties hereby agree as follows as in respect to inspection contingencies: 

General Home    � Removed � Removed subject to conditions listed below 
Septic     � Removed � Removed subject to conditions listed below 
Water Potability    � Removed � Removed subject to conditions listed below 
Well Flow Rate   � Removed � Removed subject to conditions listed below 
Radon    � Removed � Removed subject to conditions listed below 
Mold    � Removed � Removed subject to conditions listed below  
Other(s)(specify)     
    ___________________  � Removed � Removed subject to conditions listed below    

    ___________________  � Removed � Removed subject to conditions listed below 

Pest/Wood Destroying Insect   � Removed � Removed subject to conditions listed below 

Lead-Based Paint    � Removed � Removed subject to conditions listed below 

Condition(s) (attach additional pages if necessary): 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

All other terms and conditions of the Agreement shall remain in full force and effect. 

 

__________________________________________           _____________________________________________             
BUYER      DATE      SELLER                         DATE 
 
 
__________________________________________           _____________________________________________             
BUYER      DATE            SELLER               DATE 
 
 
WALK THROUGH AND REVIEW OF REPAIRS:  (Initial the appropriate section) 

_______/_______ BUYER waives the right to Walk Through the Property as provided in the Agreement and hereby accepts the Property in its AS IS 
condition, including as to any repairs made at BUYER’S request in connection with conditional removal of BUYER’S inspection contingencies. 

_______/_______ BUYER has completed BUYER’S Walk Through of the Property and hereby acknowledges and agrees that (a) there is no material 
adverse change in the Property’s condition; and (b) all repairs and conditions requested by BUYER to be addressed in connection with conditional removal 
of BUYER’S inspection contingencies, if any, have been completed and are accepted by BUYER and are therefore deemed to be satisfied and waived.  

All other terms and conditions of the Agreement shall remain in full force and effect. 

 

________________________________________            _____________________________________________             
BUYER      DATE      SELLER                         DATE 
 
 
_________________________________________           _____________________________________________             
BUYER      DATE            SELLER               DATE 
 
 

Jacqueline Danicki

Dilli Ram Nepal 13911 Highlandview Ave

Cleveland, 44135 07/14/2022

Please see attached addendum.

Jacqueline Danicki dotloop verified
07/19/22 1:05 PM EDT
8ZE9-INPI-GRF9-YEEN

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/IR4l-yfff-YRDT

Dilli Ram Nepal dotloop verified
07/20/22 2:12 PM EDT
91AJ-CN5Q-XLA1-LVCU

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/P73a-uYR8-F7hW

https://dtlp.us/IR4l-yfff-YRDT
https://dtlp.us/IR4l-yfff-YRDT
https://dtlp.us/P73a-uYR8-F7hW
https://dtlp.us/P73a-uYR8-F7hW


 
 

7.20.19   

 

 
 

ADDENDUM:                                                                                    . 

 
This is an Addendum to the Purchase Agreement dated _________________________, ____________.  

 for the purchase and sale of the Property known as (Street Address) ____________________________ 

___________________________________________, (City) ______________________________, Ohio 

between ____________________________________________________________________(“BUYER”) 

and _______________________________________________________________________(“SELLER”) 

The following is hereby mutually agreed upon by said BUYERS and the SELLERS: 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________  

 

____________________________________       ____________________________________ 
BUYER                                        DATE                                 SELLER                                        DATE 

 

____________________________________       ____________________________________ 
BUYER                                        DATE                                 SELLER                                      DATE 

           

07/14/2022

13911 Highlandview Ave Cleveland, OH 44135

Jacqueline Danicki

Dilli Ram Nepal

Seller is to contribute 3K towards buyers closing costs, prepaid and points.

Jacqueline Danicki
dotloop verified
07/19/22 12:40 PM 
EDT
6LFM-JYUJ-UVTP-ZS5A

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/4U1a-mnE9-F2Ct

Dilli Ram Nepal dotloop verified
07/20/22 2:00 PM EDT
YMP2-JBXG-7TAI-YKEO

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/FlpT-cMBN-VuLq

https://dtlp.us/4U1a-mnE9-F2Ct
https://dtlp.us/4U1a-mnE9-F2Ct
https://dtlp.us/FlpT-cMBN-VuLq
https://dtlp.us/FlpT-cMBN-VuLq


                    AMENDMENT TO PURCHASE AGREEMENT    
AND REMOVAL OF CONTINGENCIES 

 

   
rev. 7.29.19 

This is an Amendment to the real estate purchase agreement  between   _________________________________________________ (BUYER) 

and ____________________________________________________ (SELLER) for _____________________________________________________, 

______________________________ Ohio (the “Property”) dated ________ /_________ /__________ (the “Agreement”).   

INSPECTION CONTINGENCIES:  The parties hereby agree as follows as in respect to inspection contingencies: 

General Home    � Removed � Removed subject to conditions listed below 
Septic     � Removed � Removed subject to conditions listed below 
Water Potability    � Removed � Removed subject to conditions listed below 
Well Flow Rate   � Removed � Removed subject to conditions listed below 
Radon    � Removed � Removed subject to conditions listed below 
Mold    � Removed � Removed subject to conditions listed below  
Other(s)(specify)     
    ___________________  � Removed � Removed subject to conditions listed below    

    ___________________  � Removed � Removed subject to conditions listed below 

Pest/Wood Destroying Insect   � Removed � Removed subject to conditions listed below 

Lead-Based Paint    � Removed � Removed subject to conditions listed below 

Condition(s) (attach additional pages if necessary): 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

All other terms and conditions of the Agreement shall remain in full force and effect. 

 

__________________________________________           _____________________________________________             
BUYER      DATE      SELLER                         DATE 
 
 
__________________________________________           _____________________________________________             
BUYER      DATE            SELLER               DATE 
 
 
WALK THROUGH AND REVIEW OF REPAIRS:  (Initial the appropriate section) 

_______/_______ BUYER waives the right to Walk Through the Property as provided in the Agreement and hereby accepts the Property in its AS IS 
condition, including as to any repairs made at BUYER’S request in connection with conditional removal of BUYER’S inspection contingencies. 

_______/_______ BUYER has completed BUYER’S Walk Through of the Property and hereby acknowledges and agrees that (a) there is no material 
adverse change in the Property’s condition; and (b) all repairs and conditions requested by BUYER to be addressed in connection with conditional removal 
of BUYER’S inspection contingencies, if any, have been completed and are accepted by BUYER and are therefore deemed to be satisfied and waived.  

All other terms and conditions of the Agreement shall remain in full force and effect. 

 

________________________________________            _____________________________________________             
BUYER      DATE      SELLER                         DATE 
 
 
_________________________________________           _____________________________________________             
BUYER      DATE            SELLER               DATE 
 
 

Jacqueline Danicki

Dilli Ram Nepal 13911 Highlandview Ave

Cleveland, 44135 07/14/2022

Seller is to… 
-Have professional exterminator assess and treat roaches to remove infestation (#1) 
-Have a licensed plumber evaluate and make repairs as necessary fix leaks found in the basement (#44-47) 
-Have licensed electrician repair all electrical items #27-38 
-Replace old smoke dectectors and install missing carbon monoxide detectors (#40) 
 
-All receipts and proof of work done is to be provided to buyers agent prior to final walkthrough.

Jacqueline Danicki dotloop verified
07/18/22 10:04 PM EDT
HZSQ-6GEY-I1QY-IMPN

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/fdpJ-mIDr-EWY4

https://dtlp.us/fdpJ-mIDr-EWY4
https://dtlp.us/fdpJ-mIDr-EWY4


AFFILIATED BUSINESS ARRANGEMENT DISCLOSURE ADDENDUM 

PROPERTY: _______________________________________________________________ 

This is to give you notice that Semidey Holdings LLC has a business relationship with CLE Title Agency, LLC and is an 
equity owner of CLE Title Agency, LLC.  This relationship may provide “agent” a financial or other benefit. 

Additionally, Northern Title Agency, Inc. owns 51% of CLE Title Agency, LLC and Northern Title Agency, Inc. will 
provide settlement services in conjunction with title services provided by CLE Title Agency, LLC in the event the 
lender does not act as the settlement agent.  As a result of this relationship, Northern Title Agency, Inc. may receive a 
financial or other benefit. 

You are NOT required to use the listed providers as a condition for the sale/purchase or refinance of the subject property. 
There are other settlement and title service providers available with similar services.  You are free to shop around to 
determine that you are receiving the best services and the best rate for these services.  

Set for the below are the estimated charges or range of charges for settlement services and title fees.   

Title Insurance    as  filed with the State of Ohio  
Title Examination    $350.00 
Title Commitment    $100.00 
Miscellaneous title fees   $100.00 

Fees apply to residential properties only. 

I/We have read this disclosure form and understand that the agent is referring me/us to purchase the above described title 
insurance and may receive a financial or other benefit as the result of this referral. 

____________________________________________  ____________________________________________ 
SELLER    date   BUYER     date 

____________________________________________  ____________________________________________ 
SELLER    date   BUYER     date 

13911 Highlandview Avenue Cleveland OH 44135

Jacqueline Danicki dotloop verified
07/13/22 6:55 PM EDT
URQX-XGYI-9P9Z-QLXY

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/oxXM-MnkL-Y38P

Dilli Ram Nepal dotloop verified
07/14/22 12:11 PM EDT
USIB-NNSW-5NRT-WJ1W

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/OEkI-7pL9-7X6R

https://dtlp.us/oxXM-MnkL-Y38P
https://dtlp.us/oxXM-MnkL-Y38P
https://dtlp.us/OEkI-7pL9-7X6R
https://dtlp.us/OEkI-7pL9-7X6R


 

AFFILIATED BUSINESS ARRANGEMENT DISCLOSURE NOTICE 
(In Compliance with Federal Law) 

 

 

 

To:               

 

From:  SSV Holdings LLC and Sabrina Semidey 

 

Property:              

 

Date:               

 

 This is to give you notice that SSV Holdings LLC and Sabrina Semidey is a member of 

Infinity Title Investors I, LLC, which has a business relationship with Infinity Title Solutions.  

Infinity Title Investors I, LLC owns 49.9% of the limited liability company membership interests 

of Infinity Title Solutions, and SSV Holdings LLC and Sabrina Semidey owns less than ten 

percent (10%) of the limited liability company membership interests of Infinity Title Investors I, 

LLC.  Because of this relationship, this referral may provide a financial or other benefit to 

Infinity Title Investors I, LLC and /or SSV Holdings LLC and Sabrina Semidey. 

 

 Set forth below are the estimated charges or range of charges by Infinity Title Solutions 

for the settlement services listed.  You are NOT required to use Infinity Title Solutions as a 

condition for the purchase, sale or refinance of the subject property.  THERE ARE 

FREQUENTLY OTHER SETTLEMENT SERVICE PROVIDERS AVAILABLE WITH 

SIMILAR SERVICES.  YOU ARE FREE TO SHOP AROUND TO DETERMINE THAT YOU 

ARE RECEIVING THE BEST SERVICES AND THE BEST RATE FOR THESE SERVICES. 

 
Title Insurance Premium:     State Regulated 

 Endorsement to Loan Policy:    $30 - $350 

 Title Commitment Fee:    $50 - $100 

 Title Exam Fee:     $125 - $375 

 Settlement Fee:      $100 - $350 

 Recording Fee:      $28 - $250 

 Contract Closer Fee:     $75 

  

           I/We have read this disclosure form and understand that SSV Holdings LLC and Sabrina 

Semidey is referring me/us to purchase the above-described settlement services from Infinity 

Title Solutions and may receive a financial or other benefit as a result of this referral. 

 

 

             

Purchaser/Borrower       Date   Seller        Date 

 

 

             

Purchaser/Borrower         Date   Seller        Date 
 

 

12 CRF 1024 – Appendix D 

 

Consumer

13911 Highlandview Avenue Cleveland OH 44135

07/13/2022

Jacqueline Danicki dotloop verified
07/13/22 6:55 PM EDT
QF6J-LD6P-WLMG-ADYW

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/svE3-TEFl-1xbR

Dilli Ram Nepal dotloop verified
07/14/22 12:11 PM EDT
WBT3-ILIX-LOQ7-LW6M

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/v7MA-o8t5-U5oX

https://dtlp.us/svE3-TEFl-1xbR
https://dtlp.us/svE3-TEFl-1xbR
https://dtlp.us/v7MA-o8t5-U5oX
https://dtlp.us/v7MA-o8t5-U5oX


LICENSEE AND DESIGNATION FORM & THIRD PARTY AUTHORIZATION

________________________________ the undersigned client(s) hereby authorize: (all of the current Next

Step Homes Group team members)

Sabrina R Semidey - Team Lead / Realtor

Ashley M Vallejo - Transaction Coordinator

Jonathan Burgos - Realtor

Sean Oversteet - Realtor

Melissa Martinez - Realtor

Dorian Williams - Realtor

Megan Gordon - Realtor

Veronica Thomas - Realtor

Jullian Vaughn - Realtor

**ALL transactions are to be filed under: Sabrina Semidey / Next Step Homes Group (SAL.2015003258) per MLS Now**

Keller Williams Citywide realtors of the Next Step Homes Group act on the clients behalf as an additional

designate licensee pursuant to clients agreement dated: _________________

All other terms and conditions of the agreement shall remain in full force and effect with respect to each and

every designated licensee involved.

Buyer:

____________________________________

____________________________________

Date:

Seller:

____________________________________

____________________________________

Date:

Jacqueline Danicki

07/13/2022

Jacqueline Danicki
dotloop verified
07/13/22 6:55 PM EDT
SIFV-LYDT-QSTR-ZXQG

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/u97k-w6ii-s50R

Dilli Ram Nepal
dotloop verified
07/14/22 12:11 PM 
EDT
IKFI-G7JQ-EGVT-HLFI

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/X3mO-9Fqx-qvkA

https://dtlp.us/u97k-w6ii-s50R
https://dtlp.us/u97k-w6ii-s50R
https://dtlp.us/X3mO-9Fqx-qvkA
https://dtlp.us/X3mO-9Fqx-qvkA


Jacqueline Danicki

13911 Highlandview Ave, Cleveland, OH 44135

022-25-053

07/15/2022

See Escalation Clause
145,000

1000

5%

Remainder

5

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/h2A9-L1Xu-uQoedotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/uZu3-CRyP-SLav

https://dtlp.us/h2A9-L1Xu-uQoe
https://dtlp.us/uZu3-CRyP-SLav


07/19/2022

Infinity Title 08/12/2022

08/12/2022

1-3

0

08/12/2022

200

A Commission of $325 if buyer is by Next Step Homes Group

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/h2A9-L1Xu-uQoedotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/uZu3-CRyP-SLav

https://dtlp.us/h2A9-L1Xu-uQoe
https://dtlp.us/uZu3-CRyP-SLav


7

JD
07/13/22

6:56 PM EDT
dotloop verified

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/h2A9-L1Xu-uQoedotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/uZu3-CRyP-SLav

https://dtlp.us/h2A9-L1Xu-uQoe
https://dtlp.us/h2A9-L1Xu-uQoe
https://dtlp.us/uZu3-CRyP-SLav


JD
07/13/22

6:56 PM EDT
dotloop verified

JD
07/13/22

6:56 PM EDT
dotloop verified

10

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/h2A9-L1Xu-uQoedotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/uZu3-CRyP-SLav

https://dtlp.us/h2A9-L1Xu-uQoe
https://dtlp.us/h2A9-L1Xu-uQoe
https://dtlp.us/h2A9-L1Xu-uQoe
https://dtlp.us/uZu3-CRyP-SLav


Team Authorization, ABA, Escalation Clause

Jacqueline Danicki dotloop verified
07/13/22 6:56 PM EDT
1GWW-VJE4-SNCU-NGX1

Jdanicki5225@gmail.com

Keller Williams Citywide 440.892.2211Sabrina Semidey/Next Step Homes Group

PER MLS 3/2 Through

2001 Crocker Road #200 Westlake OH 44145

Rakesh Baniya 2019007609

Realty Trust Services LLC 9165

Sabrina Semidey/Next Step Homes Group 2015003258

Crocker Realty Group, LLC dba Keller Williams Citywide 2847

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/h2A9-L1Xu-uQoe

13911 Highlandview Ave, Cleveland, 
Oh, 44135Dilli Ram Nepal dotloop verified

07/14/22 12:11 PM EDT
XCBE-B7SI-A7PO-K15F

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/uZu3-CRyP-SLav

https://dtlp.us/h2A9-L1Xu-uQoe
https://dtlp.us/h2A9-L1Xu-uQoe
https://dtlp.us/uZu3-CRyP-SLav
https://dtlp.us/uZu3-CRyP-SLav
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13911 Highlandview Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44135

RB
06/25/22

12:13 PM PDT
dotloop verified

Dilli Ram Nepal
dotloop verified
06/25/22 4:32 PM EDT
XZA9-UCAK-VF9D-DJU1

Rakesh Baniya
dotloop verified
06/25/22 12:13 PM PDT
GNKM-BGPX-QIUI-CSCL

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/B2ce-5kv0-NJ7Z

JD
07/13/22

6:55 PM EDT
dotloop verified

Jacqueline Danicki
dotloop verified
07/13/22 6:55 PM EDT
WSJO-UHJD-1FIE-LYIY

Dorian Williams
dotloop verified
07/13/22 6:38 PM EDT
OWQ8-PNCH-BOF0-N2B8

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/r80r-X8Fm-Iyk8

https://dtlp.us/B2ce-5kv0-NJ7Z
https://dtlp.us/B2ce-5kv0-NJ7Z
https://dtlp.us/B2ce-5kv0-NJ7Z
https://dtlp.us/B2ce-5kv0-NJ7Z
https://dtlp.us/r80r-X8Fm-Iyk8
https://dtlp.us/r80r-X8Fm-Iyk8
https://dtlp.us/r80r-X8Fm-Iyk8
https://dtlp.us/r80r-X8Fm-Iyk8


DRN
06/25/22

4:59 PM EDT
dotloop verified

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/5Uk7-eq5o-c5o8

JD
07/13/22

6:55 PM EDT
dotloop verified

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/fEiW-1F0Q-AR28

https://dtlp.us/5Uk7-eq5o-c5o8
https://dtlp.us/5Uk7-eq5o-c5o8
https://dtlp.us/fEiW-1F0Q-AR28
https://dtlp.us/fEiW-1F0Q-AR28


13911 Highlandview Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44135

Dilli Ram Nepal

11/2014

DRN
06/25/22

4:59 PM EDT
dotloop verified

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/5Uk7-eq5o-c5o8

JD
07/13/22

6:55 PM EDT
dotloop verified

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/fEiW-1F0Q-AR28

https://dtlp.us/5Uk7-eq5o-c5o8
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DRN
06/25/22

4:59 PM EDT
dotloop verified

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/5Uk7-eq5o-c5o8

JD
07/13/22

6:55 PM EDT
dotloop verified

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/fEiW-1F0Q-AR28
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13911 Highlandview Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44135

DRN
06/25/22

4:59 PM EDT
dotloop verified

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/5Uk7-eq5o-c5o8

JD
07/13/22

6:55 PM EDT
dotloop verified

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/fEiW-1F0Q-AR28
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13911 Highlandview Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44135

Dilli Ram Nepal
dotloop verified
06/25/22 4:59 PM EDT
UPFC-MUJC-4WEZ-IZIB

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/5Uk7-eq5o-c5o8

Jacqueline Danicki dotloop verified
07/13/22 6:55 PM EDT
6CJK-NU70-BASM-4G6T

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/fEiW-1F0Q-AR28

https://dtlp.us/5Uk7-eq5o-c5o8
https://dtlp.us/5Uk7-eq5o-c5o8
https://dtlp.us/fEiW-1F0Q-AR28
https://dtlp.us/fEiW-1F0Q-AR28


Vesting

07/14/2022

13911 Highlandview Avenue

Cleveland 44135

Jacqueline Danicki

Dilli Ram Nepal

 
It is agreed that Phul M Nepal and Devi M Nepal will be added to the contract for vesting purposes only.

Dilli Ram Nepal
dotloop verified
07/29/22 12:15 PM EDT
GW2E-DWA4-LMOW-3KTW

Phul M Nepal
dotloop verified
07/29/22 12:14 PM EDT
HKEK-CFWJ-YLZV-EKFE

Devi M Nepal dotloop verified
07/29/22 12:17 PM EDT
GASY-WAP8-EGPN-7KOU

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/Bvda-L04Y-b94u

Jacqueline Danicki dotloop verified
07/29/22 1:27 PM EDT
LBAJ-6AOX-FVTJ-R9TO

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/3W0B-USx9-1iml

https://dtlp.us/Bvda-L04Y-b94u
https://dtlp.us/Bvda-L04Y-b94u
https://dtlp.us/Bvda-L04Y-b94u
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Vesting

07/14/2022

13911 Highlandview Avenue

Cleveland 44135

Jacqueline Danicki

Dilli Ram Nepal

 
It is agreed that Phul M Nepal and Devi M Nepal will be added to the contract for vesting purposes only.

Dilli Ram Nepal
dotloop verified
07/29/22 12:15 PM EDT
GW2E-DWA4-LMOW-3KTW

Phul M Nepal
dotloop verified
07/29/22 12:14 PM EDT
HKEK-CFWJ-YLZV-EKFE

Devi M Nepal dotloop verified
07/29/22 12:17 PM EDT
GASY-WAP8-EGPN-7KOU

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/GFB9-QniE-mhIi

https://dtlp.us/GFB9-QniE-mhIi
https://dtlp.us/GFB9-QniE-mhIi
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We are pleased you have selected Realty Trust Services to help you with your real estate needs.  Whether you are 
selling, buying or leasing real estate, Realty Trust Services can provide you with expertise and assistance. 
Because this may be the largest financial transaction you will enter into, it is important to understand the role of the 
agents and brokers with whom you are working.  Below is some information that explains the various services that 
agents can offer and their options for working with you:

Representing the Sellers
Most sellers of real estate choose to list their home for sale with a real estate brokerage.  When they do so, they sign 
a listing agreement that authorizes the brokerage and the listing agent to represent their interests.  As the seller’s 
agent, the brokerage and listing agent must: follow the seller’s lawful instructions, be loyal to the seller, promote 
the seller’s best interests, disclose material facts to the seller, maintain confidential information, act with reasonable 
skill and care, and account for any money they handle in the transaction.  In rare circumstances, a listing broker 
may offer “subagency” to other brokerages, which would also represent the seller’s interests and owe the seller 
these same duties.

Representing Buyers
When purchasing real estate, buyers usually choose to work with a real estate agent as well.  Often the buyers want 
to be represented in the transaction.  When they do so, they sign an agency agreement that authorizes the brokerage 
and the buyer's agent to represent their interests. This is referred to as buyer’s agency.  A brokerage and agent that 
agree to represent a buyer’s interest in a transaction must: follow the buyer’s lawful instructions, be loyal to the 
buyer, promote the buyer’s best interests, disclose material facts to the buyer, maintain confidential information, 
and account for any money they handle in the transaction.

Dual Agency                                 
Occasionally, the same agent and brokerage that represent the seller also represent the buyer.  This is referred to as 
dual agency.  When a brokerage and its agents become “dual agents,” they must maintain a neutral position 
between the buyer and the seller.  They may not advocate the position of one client over the best interests of the 
other client, or disclose any personal or confidential information to the other party without written consent.

Representing Both the Buyer & Seller
On occasion, the buyer and seller will each be represented by two different agents from the same brokerage.  In this 
case, the agents may each represent the best interest of their respective clients.  Or, depending on company policy,  
the agents may both act as dual agents and remain neutral in the transaction.  When either of the above occurs, the 
brokerage will be considered a dual agent.  As a dual agent, the brokerage and its managers will maintain a neutral 
position and cannot advocate for the position of one client over another.  The brokerage will also protect the 
confidentiality of all parties.

For more information on agency law in Ohio, contact the Ohio Division of Real Estate & Professional Licensing at 
(614) 466-4100, or online at www.com.ohio.gov/real.

Working With Realty Trust Services- Our Policy On Agency 
Realty Trust Services does offer representation to both buyers and sellers.  Therefore, the potential exists for one 
agent to represent a buyer who wishes to purchase property listed with another agent in our company.  If this 
occurs, each agent will represent their own client, but Realty Trust Services and its managers will act as a dual 
agent. This means the brokerage and its managers will maintain a neutral position and not take any actions that will 
favor one side over the other.  Realty Trust Services will still supervise both agents to assure that their respective 
clients are being fully represented and will protect the parties’ confidential information.

In the event that both the buyer and seller are represented by the same agent, the agent and Realty Trust Services 
will act as a dual agent but only if both parties agree.  As a dual agent, they will treat both parties honestly, prepare 

CONSUMER GUIDE TO 
AGENCY RELATIONSHIPS

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/kjP9-VF1q-4lXv

https://dtlp.us/kjP9-VF1q-4lXv


and present offers at the direction of the parties, and help the parties fulfill the terms of any contract.  They will not, 
however, disclose any confidential information that would place one party at an advantage over the other or 
advocate or negotiate to the detriment of either party.

If dual agency occurs, you will be asked to consent to that in writing.  If you do not agree to your agent acting as a 
dual agent, you can ask that another agent in our company be assigned to represent you , you can seek 
representation from another brokerage or you choose to be unrepresented by an agent.

As a buyer, you may also choose to represent yourself on properties Realty Trust Services has listed.  In that 
instance, Realty Trust Services will represent the seller and you would represent your own best interests.  Because 
the listing agent has a duty of full disclosure to the seller, you should not share any information with the listing 
agent that you would not want the seller to know.

Working With Other Brokerages
When Realty Trust Services lists property for sale, it also cooperates with, and offers compensation to, other 
brokerages that represent buyers. Realty Trust Services does reserve the right, in some instances, to vary the 
compensation it offers to other brokerages.  As a seller, you should understand that just because Realty Trust 
Services shares a fee with a brokerage representing the buyer, it does not mean that you will be represented by that 
brokerage.  Instead, that company will be looking out for the buyer and Realty Trust Services will be representing 
your interests.  When acting as a buyer’s agent, Realty Trust Services also accepts compensation offered by the 
listing broker.  If the property is not listed with any broker, or the listing broker does not offer compensation, we 
will attempt to negotiate for a seller-paid fee.

Fair Housing Statement
It is illegal, pursuant to the Ohio Fair Housing Law, division (H) of Section 4112.02 of the Revised Code and the 
Federal Fair Housing Law, 42 U.S.C.A. 3601, to refuse to sell, transfer, assign, rent, lease, sublease or finance 
housing accommodations, refuse to negotiate for the sale or rental of housing accommodations, or otherwise deny 
or make unavailable housing accommodations because of race, color, religion, sex, familial status as defined in 
Section 4112.01 of the Revised Code, ancestry, military status as defined in that section, disability as defined in that 
section, or national origin or to so discriminate in advertising the sale or rental of housing, in the financing of 
housing, or in the provision of real estate brokerage services.  It is also illegal, for profit, to induce or attempt to 
induce a person to sell or rent a dwelling by representations regarding the entry into the neighborhood of a person 
or persons belonging to one of the protected classes. (Effective: 3/25/08)

We hope you find this information to be helpful to you as you begin your real estate transaction.  When you are 
ready to enter into a transaction, you will be given an Agency Disclosure Statement that specifically identifies the 
role of the agents and brokerages.  Please ask questions if there is anything you do not understand.  If you  want to 
see the Realty Trust Services complete Agency Policy or have further questions feel free to call our broker Andrew 
W Morris at 440-427-0123.

Because it is important that you have this information, Ohio law requires that we ask you to sign below to 
acknowledge receipt of this pamphlet.  Your signature will not obligate you to work with our company if you do 
not choose to do so.

__________________________________ ________________________________________
Name                                     (Please Print) Name (Please Print)

__________________________________ ________________________________________
Signature                              Date Signature Date
Dilli Ram Nepal dotloop verified

06/25/22 4:32 PM EDT
RK0P-S0DP-U2SY-MUPH

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/kjP9-VF1q-4lXv

https://dtlp.us/kjP9-VF1q-4lXv
https://dtlp.us/kjP9-VF1q-4lXv
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13911 Highlandview Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44135

RB
06/25/22

12:13 PM PDT
dotloop verified

Dilli Ram Nepal
dotloop verified
06/25/22 4:32 PM EDT
XZA9-UCAK-VF9D-DJU1

Rakesh Baniya
dotloop verified
06/25/22 12:13 PM PDT
GNKM-BGPX-QIUI-CSCL

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/Ukk3-FUEb-Lco9

https://dtlp.us/Ukk3-FUEb-Lco9
https://dtlp.us/Ukk3-FUEb-Lco9
https://dtlp.us/Ukk3-FUEb-Lco9
https://dtlp.us/Ukk3-FUEb-Lco9


DRN
06/25/22

4:59 PM EDT
dotloop verified

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/onLl-KadU-Y0Nn

https://dtlp.us/onLl-KadU-Y0Nn
https://dtlp.us/onLl-KadU-Y0Nn


13911 Highlandview Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44135

Dilli Ram Nepal

11/2014

DRN
06/25/22

4:59 PM EDT
dotloop verified

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/onLl-KadU-Y0Nn

https://dtlp.us/onLl-KadU-Y0Nn
https://dtlp.us/onLl-KadU-Y0Nn


13911 Highlandview Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44135

DRN
06/25/22

4:59 PM EDT
dotloop verified

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/onLl-KadU-Y0Nn

https://dtlp.us/onLl-KadU-Y0Nn
https://dtlp.us/onLl-KadU-Y0Nn


13911 Highlandview Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44135

DRN
06/25/22

4:59 PM EDT
dotloop verified

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/onLl-KadU-Y0Nn

https://dtlp.us/onLl-KadU-Y0Nn
https://dtlp.us/onLl-KadU-Y0Nn


13911 Highlandview Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44135

Dilli Ram Nepal
dotloop verified
06/25/22 4:59 PM EDT
UPFC-MUJC-4WEZ-IZIB

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/onLl-KadU-Y0Nn

https://dtlp.us/onLl-KadU-Y0Nn
https://dtlp.us/onLl-KadU-Y0Nn


Realty Trust Services, LLC
13911 Highlandview Avenue, Cleveland, OH 44135

06/30/2022
12/30/2022 145000

5 2500
NA 3

NA

NA

NA

NA

Dilli Ram Nepal
dotloop verified
06/25/22 4:32 PM EDT
8QMD-RWT0-36S1-ZBHK

Dilli Ram Nepal

Dmnepal94@gmail.com

Rakesh Baniya dotloop verified
06/25/22 12:12 PM PDT
F4VZ-B82M-QCJV-J7DY Realty Trust Services,LLC

Rakesh Baniya 2162187976

dotloop signature verification: dtlp.us/6soj-5cxd-V1ST

https://dtlp.us/6soj-5cxd-V1ST
https://dtlp.us/6soj-5cxd-V1ST
https://dtlp.us/6soj-5cxd-V1ST
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